
SINGLE-LOT 
HOUSING TYPOLOGY:

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Period of proliferation:

Number of dwellings:
Number of stories:

Total number of bedrooms:
Circulation type:

Building depth:
Building width:

Building perimeter, all levels:

AREAS
Site Area:

Built Upon Area:
Nett Floor Area / Dwelling:

Gross Floor Area [GFA]:
Landscaped Area:

RATIOS
Floor Space Ratio:

External walls / GFA:
Total bedrooms / GFA: 

GROUP: 4  
NAME: Joshua Metz

   1102.62.GUA

PHOTO STREET FRONTAGE

PHOTO OTHER

SECTION 1:200

STREET BLOCK 

DESCRIPTION OF TYPOLOGY:

HISTORY OF TYPOLOGY:

SIHEYUAN

200 B.C - 300 A.D

1-4 (traditionally)
1 (sometimes 2)
4 onwards
Varied - central courtyard

+/- 40m 
+/- 40m
+/- 200m

+/- 2000sqm
+/- 1600sqm
+/- 1150sqm
+/- 1600sqm
Varied - depending on number of 
   courtyards

0.8:1
8:1
133:1

Siheyuan dates back as early as the Western Zhou period, and has a history 
of over 2,000 years. They exhibit outstanding and fundamental characteris-
tics of Chinese architecture. Throughout Chinese history, the siheyuan com-
position was the basic pattern used for residences, palaces, temples, monas-
teries, family, businesses and government offices. In ancient times, a 
spacious siheyuan would be occupied by a single, usually large and extended 
family, signifying wealth and prosperity. Today, many remaining siheyuan 
are still used as housing complexes, but many lack modern amenities. 
Siheyuan today are typically used as housing complexes, hosting multiple 
families, with courtyards being developed to provide extra living space.

A historical type of residence commonly found throughout Beijing, China. 
The name literally means a courtyard surrounded by four buildings. They 
exist all across China and are the template for most Chinese architectural 
styles. Siheyuan also serves as a cultural symbol of Beijing and a window 
into its old ways of life. The four buildings of a siheyuan are normally posi-
tioned along the north-south and east-west axes. The building positioned to 
the north and facing the south is considered the main house. The buildings 
adjoining the main house and facing east and west are called side houses. 
The building that faces north is known as the opposite house. Behind the 
northern building, there would often be a separate backside building, the 
only place where two-story buildings are allowed to be constructed for the 
traditional siheyuan.

FLOOR PLANS 1:200

ARRANGEMENT PLAN 1:500


